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It’s late January, which, for many accounting professionals (particularly those in
public practice), means you’re ramping up for the busiest time of the year — 1040
season. Although not all �rms focus equally on individual tax compliance services,
there are few who are immune to this annual uptick in workload, since even those
with primarily business clients �nd themselves faced with returns for those business’
principals, partners and other shareholders. And these returns can grow increasingly
complex with multiple inter-related entities and pass-through K-1s.

But busy season is just one example of the crunch that many tax and accounting
professionals feel throughout the year, with workloads that seem to continue to
increase. While this may sound like a “ka-ching” as far as �rm revenues, the price of
that growth can sometimes be measured in decreasing time spent with family,
friends and non-work past-times. Or perhaps just a decrease in the quality of time
spent on those activities, as the professional may be intermittently drawn away from
social events by the chirp or buzz of a mobile device.

There is no doubt that continuing developments in technology have dramatically
increased productivity for professionals in many �elds. But as mobile devices, remote
access capabilities, SaaS-based programs and other phenomena have enabled
workers to have anytime/anywhere connectivity and instant responsiveness to their
work and client needs, professionals must learn to manage this new productivity
empowerment or else pay the price of increased stress.

Although often stereotyped as stodgy and skeptical, the accounting profession has
actually been on the forefront of adapting to less clock-focused work environments.
This has likely come as a result of two factors: an increasing adoption of value-based
billing that focuses on the value of a service or work product rather than the time
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spent producing it; and the dramatically different expectations of Generation Y and
Millennials, who often are characterized as wanting more independence and less
rigidity in their careers.

The Big 4 �rms have taken these trends to heart, it seems, as a recent article in the NY
Times noted (http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/08/business/08perks.html). While
these large practices are still very demanding during peak work�ow times, they are
also being more generous with their �ex time policies. One such example was that of
an auditor preparing for a two month audit engagement that in prior years might
have led to increased personal and family stress for the professionals. But now,
although the staff must still endure that crunch time, professionals and their families
know that they will be able to truly unwind after the project. Some of the �rms even
allow staff to take extended time off to spend time with family, while others provide
sabbaticals of three to six months. These bene�ts likely �gure into a recent student
ranking of the top 50 corporate employers, in which the Big 4 �rms topped the list
(www.universumglobal.com/top50).

Make no mistake, the �rms are still in the business of making money, but they’ve
adapted their approach in recruitment and retention of the best talent. In previous
decades, the strategy was generally focused on higher salaries and paths to
partnership. But younger professionals now want part of their bene�ts to be the
preservation of their personal time. Happier, less-stressed employees are more likely
to be more productive and more devoted to their employers.

Smaller practices and sole practitioners face the same challenges, sometimes to a
greater extent because they don’t have the built-in redundancies of larger �rms.
“When you’re the boss, you’ve got to set your priorities, but it can be hard when you
know that the success of the practice depends ultimately on how you handle that
decision,” says Jody L. Padar, CPA.CITP, CEO and principal of the eight-person,
Chicago-based NewVision CPA Group (www.NewVisionCPAGroup.com). “People
choose their own priorities, especially when they are their own boss, and if you can’t
make those decisions it will be detrimental to the business.

“We don’t live in an eight to �ve world anymore, and our profession certainly isn’t
that either,” she notes. “And technology has been both a blessing and a curse. A
blessing in that you can work anywhere, but a curse because you can be disrupted
anywhere, anytime. If you allow it.”

The strategy she’s adopted is quite simple, although increasingly dif�cult in the
minds of many professionals: She actually turns her mobile phone off at times. “If it’s
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family time like evenings or Sundays, there probably isn’t an emergency email that
can’t wait until morning. But if I even allow myself to look at the email, it might spur
me into action, at the very least taking my attention away from my ‘off time’ and
focusing it on projects that might have to be done tomorrow or next week.” And, she
notes, that if something truly is an emergency, it likely wouldn’t come in by email,
and there are other ways to contact her.

That isn’t to say that Jody leaves her work at the of�ce. Quite the contrary, her
practice is very mobile in its focus and utilizes many remote access tools and
programs. Her point though, is that it’s necessary to decide when she will work and
when she will not, because if you don’t decide one way or the other, then you’re
giving up control over that decision.

These limits and personal rules are a good way to get through the routine work�ow
of most of the year, but when tax season comes around she acknowledges that the
added workload changes her responsibilities to her work, clients and family. During
the non-busy season, she says she puts in about 45 to 50 hours per week, but this
increases to around 60 hours per week in the of�ce or with clients by the time March
and April arrive.

With the increased demand on her time, she says she relies more heavily on her
husband, Christopher, to take on more when it comes to running the household and
managing their children’s’ activities. “It’s really important to have a true partner at
home who can take charge of the family and cook dinner so that we can still have a
meal together,” says Jody. While her husband also has a professional career, he is
able to free up a little more time during the busy season months, which helps take up
some of the slack. And importantly, while they see this as an increase of demand on
both of them, they know that it is temporary, and that things will be back to normal
after April 15 (April 18 this year). She also has extended family in the area who are
available to help during the busy season. “You just can’t do it without a support
system.”

Another professional accountant who has achieved a successful balance between
work and personal life is Colleen Black, principal of Colleen Black and Company, PC,
(www.CBlackTax.com) a four-person practice in Billings, Montana. As she has
developed and grown her �rm, she focused on promoting healthy lifestyles among
her staff, including providing gym memberships for employees and their families.
They also competed as a team in Shape Up Montana, a wellness event that promotes
exercise and weight loss.
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She was recognized in November 2010 by the American Society of Women
Accountants (www.aswa.org) for her success in balancing work and life priorities for
her and her staff. In addition to physical health, her �rm periodically reviews their
business relationships to identify potential “stressor” clients. This helps to �nd and
discontinue the ones who can be so dif�cult to work with that it is a negative drain
on staff time and morale.

Every profession has inherent stresses and challenges, and professional accountants
certainly have their share during the months of February through April. But whether
it’s overall workload, particular clients, too much time in the of�ce or other factors,
there are ways to unwind, at least a bit. Here are a few tips shared by some
professional accountants and healthcare professionals to help relieve general work-
related stresses, as well as some to help you survive busy season.

Tips:

Turn off your mobile phone sometimes. That’s why there’s an off button.

Go to a movie. When you watch a movie at home, there are still multiple
distractions, but the theater experience is encompassing and generally absorbs all
of your attention.

Spend time with family and friends. Even if you have to put them in Outlook or
your scheduling program, make sure you share some quality time … for your sake
as well as theirs.

Social dinner. During the crunch of early April, one �rm has a family dinner night
once a week at the practice. This allows for extended interaction between families
and coworkers, as well as de-stressing from the workload.

Exercise. It’s easy to get off your regular routine during busy season’s extended
hours, but if you can keep it going, it will help reduce stress and make you feel
better. The same is true for the other important elements of your life that reduce
stress, such as your faith groups, community involvement and other activities.

Sleep and eat right. Sleeping patterns get out of whack, but you know you
function better after a good night’s rest. The same is true with your diet: Pizza is
okay occasionally, but the pizza joint probably shouldn’t be #1 on your speed dial.

Remember, it’ll be over soon. April 15 (18 ) is going to come, and when it does,
your work life will be back to the normal level of hectic and crazy. And perhaps a
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vacation? Yes. Book it now and circle that date on your calendar. Change your
computer wallpaper to a Caribbean island. Warm sand and sun. How about a long,
slow cruise? www.Travelocity.com can probably get you started.

Here’s wishing you a productive, pro�table and sane busy season! Good luck!

AICPA resources on work/life balance:
www.aicpa.org/InterestAreas/YoungCPANetwork/Resources/CareerTips/Pages/work_
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